
Early Years Curriculum Map 21-22 

  

  Autumn  Spring  Summer  

Theme for First 
half term 

All about me Winter/Fairy Tales Mini beasts and Life Cycles 

Theme for Second 
half term 

Autumn Fairy Tales/Spring Summer 

Cultural Capital 
Our local community (Walks & local 

visits) 

Cultural celebrations (Chinese New 
Year, St David’s day & St Patrick’s 

day) 

Important people who have affected our 
lives (Queen, Florence Nightingale, 

Shakespeare) 

Communication 
and language  

Name parts of the body.  
Role play families.  
Learn nursery rhymes and wide range of songs related to the body.  

Naming and describing a wide range of fruits, vegetables and other 
foods. 
Word of the day each day 
Weekly Makaton signs 
Social snack on a Friday  

Role play weather station including video ‘broadcasts’.  

Look at weather symbols.   
Make road signs.  
Describe their journey to school – use Google maps to follow 
the journey as they describe it. 
Talk about familiar stories and language used. 

Name parts of a flower 
Talk about and describe the life cycle of animals 
Talk about how people form the past can affect our lives now 
Discuss where we live and places that differ from this  
Talk about interests for growing up 
Talk about transition into year 1 

Physical 
development  

Learn how to move safely through school and playground. 

Develop skills to manage school day- lining up, queuing etc. 

Learn ways to stay healthy including medicine safety. 

Develop small motor skills, using malleable materials and equipment  

Start P.E lessons, learning how to keep our bodies fit and healthy. 

Use core muscle strength to achieve good posture when at table or on 

carpet 

 

Explore different ways of throwing and catching, developing 

ball skills. 

Devise movements to different kinds of music.  

Use tools e.g. hole punch, staples, safely to create patterns 

Cooperative games e.g. traffic lights. 
Develop small motor skills, using writing equipment to form 
letters 
Using movements to retell stories 
  

Use one-handed tools to plant and tend.  

Make flowers from malleable materials e.g. pipe cleaners/ Playdough. 

Move like different animals.   

Construct and mould different animal habitats.  

Look at what living creatures need for health.  
Practice ball skills- throwing, catching, balancing 
Combine movement with fluency 

PSE 
development  

Focus on settling and independence Getting to know friends and 

adult’s  

names  
Golden rules and routines.  
Tidy up areas 
Talk about themselves and discover interests and ambitions. 
Discuss health and how it benefits our overall body 
Look at Christmas and harvest festival 

Look at moods associated with different weather. Revisit 

Golden rules, class rules. 

Social groups and peer group work in inputs 

Look at variety of faiths /celebrations.  
Try cultural foods. 
 

Grow and taste new foods.  
Talk about our emotions and how we manage these 
Increase independence with routines and learning 
Goals for growing up.  
Look at different needs of animals e.g. create ideal habitats.  

TRANSITION – inc. regular visits to new class and other new parts of the 
school.  

Literacy  

Name writing. 
Phonics sounds and blending- leading to letter formations  
Write recipes and ingredients lists. 

 Write receipts, orders etc. in role-play restaurant/café 

Storyboards for ordering stories and becoming writers and illustrators 

Talk for writing-Christmas story 

Writing cards in Christmas post office.  

Write labels and captions on weather scenes.  

Draw symbols for weather broadcast 

Talk for writing story-Fairytale  

Reading and writing simple weather poems.  

Write postcards and letters.  
Write journey tickets.  
Draw and label maps. 

Write seed and plant labels.  
Label parts of plants.  
Reading / writing non-fiction books on plants and growth.  

Non-fiction books about life-cycles 

Label different animals.  
Blending and segmenting CVC, CVCC, CCVC words 
Writing sentences using connective words  
Make non-fiction animal books. Writing ‘all about me’ books for transition.  

Mathematics 

Counting objects, actions and sounds.  

Number matching games, jigsaws and activities 

Sequence growth pictures in order of size and make height charts.  

Role play money in restaurant/shop.  

Explore capacity and measure through cooking 

Recording using marks (tallying) in autumn walks   

Measure rain and explore capacity. 

Use shapes to create weather symbols and spring pictures. 

Draw and negotiate maps using positional and directional 

language.  

Number matching games, jigsaws and activities.  

Recording using marks (tallying) in spring walks   

Measure plant growth.  
Charts/tables of favourite vegetables.  

Sort vegetables/fruit acc. to different features.  

Sort animals etc. according to different features including living/non-living.  

Look at animal patterns. 
Discuss properties of 2D and 3D shapes 



Recall number bonds to 10  

Understanding 
the world 

Sense of time: look at changes in weather/world around them 

Sequence pictures of daily routines.  

Explore different professions. 

Explore festivals/celebrations from different religions.   

Investigate changing states through food prep.   

Look at seasonal foods. 

Look at different weather types and effects.   

Create flying machines. 
Science experiment-rocket bottles   
Explore the solar system.   
Design and construct vehicles and small world roads/tracks.  

Look at a range of festivals/celebrations and discuss 

similarities and differences 

Experiment with different growing conditions.  

Look at sustainability and recycling through trees.  

Explore conservation and extinct animals (inc. dinosaurs).  

Look at different animal habitats and features. 
Compare where we live to other places 
Look at maps of the local community and the world 
Talk about the queen and her role in society  
 

Expressive arts 
and design  

Role play home corner, enhance with familiarities from home 

Include post box in literacy area for postcards and letters for Santa 

Creating self-portraits. 
Movements with music, including Makaton.  
Christmas performance for parents 
Story sacks to retell and create new stories  
Playdough, painting, cutting and sticking and other creative activities. 

Weather collages.  
Papier-mâché spheres for planets.  

Weather sounds and music with instruments  

Dance lessons linking to movements  

Role play airport/cab office/train station.  
Identify and create vehicle sounds.  

Role play garden centre and vet surgery.  
Dance and use a range of musical instruments to explore animal movements  

Animal dance and song performance for parents 
Summer pictures/seasonal changes over the past year. 
 
  

Possible trip/ 
enrichment  

Autumn walk  
Pet week-visits from animals 
Room on the broom day 
Christmas play/songs to include in video for parents 
Christmas visitor  
Class pets –teach about responsibility and pet care  
 

Chinese new year week 
Easter trail/week 
Pancake race  
Trip to the shops for ingredients   

Queen’s birthday celebrations 
Teddy bears picnic 
Sports day  
Shakespeare day 
Florence nightingale day 
Local library visits 
 

  

  


